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What do the “Fast and Furious” movies and my “Payors 

Gone Wild” (PGW) themes have in common?

➢ Perhaps PGW should be re-titled the 

“healthcare lawyers full employment act”.
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Objectives and Outline for discussions:

4

➢Describe payor bad practices & possible strategies

➢ Commercial: UHC X 2 + Aetna + Anthem BCBS 

➢ Medicaid fee for service:  Illinicare Health

➢ Medicaid managed care:  Centene

➢ The good news: KS Medicaid

➢Highlight compliance challenges & responses: front & 

back end issues.

➢Documentation & coding issues in addition to payor 

bad practices:

➢ UHC (again)

➢ Aetna

mailto:egaines@zotecpartners.com
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What is a “balance bill”?

➢Clinician “charges” vs. the health plans’ 

“allowable” vs. “in network allowables” and “out 

of network (OON) allowables”

➢Applies when patients see an out-of-network 

provider, especially at an in-network facility

➢States do not restrict billing patient “cost 

sharing”, e.g. co-insurance, deductible or  co-

payments
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The difference between:

1. the out-of-network provider’s “usual & 

customary” (U&C) charge and

2. the amount reimbursed by the insurance carrier 

for an out-of-network service

U&C CPT 99285 Charge: $800

OON Insurance “Allowable” $223

Balance $577 
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What is a “balance bill”?

Why accepting Medicare across the board is not 

sustainable for EM:
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Prudent Lay 

Person (PLP)

➢1 of EM’s 

fundamental 

protections is 

under assault by 

health plans—

commercial and 

Medicaid MCEs.

➢Anthem=largest 

BCBS plan in 

US—14 states
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http://journals.lww.com/em-

news/Fulltext/2017/11000/News__Insurers_Test_the_Limits_of_Prudent.1.aspx

http://journals.lww.com/em-news/Fulltext/2017/11000/News__Insurers_Test_the_Limits_of_Prudent.1.aspx
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PLP Primer:

➢Federal statute:  Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA ‘97):

1. Applicable to Medicaid MCOs Oct. 1997 & Medicare May 1998.

2. Prior authorization for ED svs cannot be required**

3. Defines the “emergency medical condition” (EMC)—

a. EMTALA EMC is different—stable for discharge.

b. “Severe pain” is key—health plans fought us.

c. “reasonably expect the absence of immediate medical 

attention”

d. could lead to “serious impairment or dysfunction of a bodily 

organ or part.”

e. Section 1852(d) and 1932(b) of Social Sec. Act

4. Then HCFA (now CMS) Letters interpreting PLP—1998, 

1999 and 2000.  On the ACEP website. (Appendix)

5. **So what?  No prior authorization concept enacted in ACA.
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Walgreen plans sent this notice to benies effective 1/1/18: 

for plans offered via BCBSIL and UHC

➢Sent to Dr. Lisa 

Maurer, FACEP, by 

a friend in WI who 

has UHC 

commercial 

insurance.

➢Note: No OON 

benefit for “non-

emergencies”—full 

charge to the Pts.
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Example: UHC false & misleading EOB information 

to the Pt. (OON allowable 125-130% Medicare)
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Bad payor practices + false and misleading 

statements:
➢ Issue #1:health plans using Medicare as the OON reimbursement standard + 

false & misleading statements in the EOBs to Pts. 

12
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Case study:  Anthem’s “non-emergent” diag. lists 

GA & MO
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➢ Over 1900 ICD-10s

➢ Approx. 1K codes are relevant to EM

➢ Nearly 400 of those are unspecified codes.

➢ Issue: whether Anthem will allow any of the 

charges for listed code?

➢ If no, Pt is 100% liable for ED charges.

➢ Current

➢ Kentucky

➢ Missouri

➢ Georgia

➢ Virginia? (working to confirm) 

➢ Jan 2018

➢ Ohio

➢ Indiana

➢ New Hampshire

More walk back by the BCBSGA President

➢P&P limited to ACA 

exchange insurance.

➢No plans to extend P&P to 

employer sponsored or 

state employee/teacher 

health plans

➢PLP will be complied with 

but does not say how.

➢http://news.wabe.org/post/

blue-cross-blue-shield-ga-

president-discusses-new-

er-policy
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Illinicare claims that their policies 

follow “CMS/Nat’l CCI guidelines”
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Case study:  IBC implements the 50% E/M cut on -25 modifier 

procedures for commercial & Medicare Advantage— Part B News 

(PBN) 8/28/17

➢ IBC, QCC Ins. Co., Keystone Health Plan and AmeriHealth

➢Article states policies apply to a provider’s office—not POS specific.

➢25 states & DC impacted

16

http://news.wabe.org/post/blue-cross-blue-shield-ga-president-discusses-new-er-policy
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The UHC reality distortion field.
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And UHC continues in their reality distortion 

field:
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And another thing ….. From UHC:

➢How are these policies binding?

➢Is the group contracted or not with UHC?
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Despair not, my fine ladies and gentleman: 

20
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Centene=largest 

Medicaid MCE in 

US 

21

KS Medicaid is one of the Centene states:

22

CMS’ definition of PLP

➢Sources:

➢ Hart Health 

Strategies 

Memo to 

EDPMA Exec. 

Director 6/16/17 

re: Federal PLP 

standard.

➢ Balanced 

Budget Act of 

1997.
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An apparent victory w/ KS Medicaid:

24
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Key Agencies/Players in compliance and fraud and 

abuse (F&A) 

25

Executive
Branch

Secretary of 
Health and 

Human Services 
(HHS)

The Centers for 
Medicare & 

Medicaid 
Services

(CMS)**

HHS Office of 
The Inspector 

General 

(OIG)

US Attorney 
General

The US Attorney’s 
Office (USA)

Medicare 
Administrative 

Contractors

(MACs)

1. F&A recovers $11.60 for every $1

2. **Fraud Prevention System”= over Bs in $ saved.  
3. FPS= 22% of fraud investigations, FierceHealthcare 10/2/17

Evolution of healthcare compliance: Report on Medicare 

Compliance (RMC) 10/2/17 or “Compliance 2.0”

➢ “You have 

essentially 

the same 

people 

there,” 

former 

DOJ 

Deputy 

Chief of 

Fraud 

Section.

➢ “Funding 

is stable” 

b/c fines & 

penalties 

recycle 

back 

through.

26

HHS OIG’s resource guide for measuring compliance 

effectiveness, in conjunction w/ HCCA 3/27/17

➢ “Any attempt to 

use this as a 

standard or a 

certification is 

discouraged by 

those who worked 

on this project; one 

size truly does not 

fit all.”

➢ Tip: avoid the CCP 

being “siloed” in 1 

dept/function.

➢ https://oig.hhs.gov/

compliance/101/file

s/HCCA-OIG-

Resource-

Guide.pdf

27

Examples from the OIG resources guide:

28

https://oig.hhs.gov/compliance/101/files/HCCA-OIG-Resource-Guide.pdf
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MAC initiated Targeted Probe & Educate Medical Reviews 

(TPEs), nationwide 10/1/17

➢MACs to conduct medical reviews (MRs), e.g. outlier analysis.

➢20-40 claim probe MR of provider/supplier claims

➢MAC letters will outline the probe & educate process (see appendix)

➢Up to 3 rounds or review including individualized education during a 

round to address specific issues

➢MACs to phase out all other medical record reviews—not RACs.

➢Non-responses are counted as “errors”

➢ https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-

Guidance/Guidance/Transmittals/2017Downloads/R1919OTN.pdf

➢Strategies:  855 Medicare enrollment addresses are current + follow 

timelines + take the education/use it to educate

29

The MAC’s new TPE:

30

https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-

Systems/Monitoring-Programs/Medicare-FFS-Compliance-

Programs/Medical-Review/Downloads/TPE-QAs-10-25-17f.pdf

Example MAC letter 

in the Appendix

31

New Uniform Program Integrity (UPIC) Contractors 

Awarded July 2016—AdvanceMed for MI

32

http://www.govconwire.com/2016/07/cms-

awards-potential-2-5b-medicare-medicaid-anti-
fraud-services-contract-vehicle/

https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Transmittals/2017Downloads/R1919OTN.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Monitoring-Programs/Medicare-FFS-Compliance-Programs/Medical-Review/Downloads/TPE-QAs-10-25-17f.pdf
http://www.govconwire.com/2016/07/cms-awards-potential-2-5b-medicare-medicaid-anti-fraud-services-contract-vehicle/
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“So what? Why do I need a culture of 

compliance and ethics in my 

group/company?”

The Federal False Claims Act (FCA)

Sources of liability, 

Whistleblowers and Qui Tam Relators.

What are the main federal laws regulating physician 

payments & hospital/physician relationships?

➢Federal False Claims Act (FCA) (31 USC Sec. 

3729-3733).
➢ Ultimate “hammer” for feds. as minimum penalties are $5,500 per 

gov’t payor claim.

➢Anti-kickback Statute (AKS) (42 USC Sec. 1320a-

7b(b).

➢Physician Self Referral Law (Stark) (42 USC Sec. 

1395nn)

➢EMTALA (42 USC Sec. 1395dd)
➢http://www.acep.org/News-Media-top-banner/EMTALA/

34

FCA Penalties—who’s liable and for 

what?

➢FCA penalties ($5500 min. per claim pre 

8/1/16) apply if 1 or more of the 3 standards 

are met.

➢“knowingly presents, or causes to be 

presented, a false or fraudulent claim for 

payment or approval” 31 USC Section 3729

➢So FCA penalties apply jointly/severally  to 

the Physician Group AND to the revenue cycle 

management (RCM) company.

35 36

➢Treble damages (3 X the overpayment).

➢99285 ($175) less 99284 ($119) (2016)= $56 X 3= $168

➢Overpayment is the ED Group’s liability.

➢ FCA has specific “anti-retaliatory” provisions in 

addition to employment discrimination laws that 

protect against retaliation.

➢“Relators”=Qui Tam provisions of the FCA

➢15-30% of the FCA recovery.

➢+ attorney’s fees.

In addition to the FCA penalties …

http://www.acep.org/News-Media-top-banner/EMTALA/
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What is at stake in terms of the FCA multiplier 

impact on an ED group? (cont.)

➢ Example (pre 8/1/16): 100,000 

annual visit two-hospital 

system, 30% 

Medicare/Medicaid/Champus 

payor mix (or 30,000).

➢ False Claims Act (FCA) 

multiplier = 1% “knew or 

should have known” or 

“deliberate ignorance” or 300 

claims.

➢ Minimum:  1% or 300 X $5,500 

min.=$1.65 Million

➢ Maximum:  1% or 300 X 

$11,000 max.=$3.3 Million

➢Post 8/1/16 FCA updates:

➢Minimum :  300 X 

$10,781=$3.244 Million

➢Maximum:  300 X 

$21,562=$6.468 Million
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Case study:  ED POS & compliant APP coding 

and billing—plus a helpful FCA reminder

➢Rad Onc., ED vs. clinic & APP services 

were at issue.

➢Allegation that hospital “systematically 

billed a minor care clinic as if it were an 

ED…”

➢Also that APP services were coded & 

billed as if they were physician services 

“from the beginning of time”.

➢APP services alone w/ no documented 

“shared visit”=85% of the MPFS.

➢Whistleblower:  $1.202M on qui tam & 

$850K on wrongful termination= 

➢ $2,052,637
➢ https://www.justice.gov/usao-sc/pr/anmed-health-

agrees-pay-7-million-settle-false-claims-act-

allegations
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Case studies:  NY Anesthesiology Medical Specialties (NYAMS) in 

Syracuse NY, RMC 10/9/17

➢Coding & billing for MS prior to the 

CPT coding change 2017.

➢CPT 99143 (Pts under 5 YO) & 99144 

(Pts > than 5):  30 mins. of intra-

service time pre-2017.

➢The “16 minute rule” face to face time

➢Strike 1: CPT Assistant Article—RCM 

did not subscribe.

➢Strike 2:  MAC, NGS, posted the 16 

min. rule on its website for a year.

➢Strike 3:  NYAMS did not subscribe to 

NGS list serv.

➢Strike 3.1:  RCM folks were on the list 

serv but did not inform their client.

39

https://www.hcca-

info.org/Portals/0/PDFs/Resources/Rpt_Medicare/2017/rm
c100917.pdf?ver=2017-10-06-111558-930

Case study:  E/M outlier analysis

➢FHG (medical group) initial hospital 

care CPT 99223, (highest level code) 

at 87% vs. CMS at 67%.

➢FHG, discharge day management 

CPT 99238 at 5% & 99239 at 95%, vs. 

CMS 99238 at 52% & 48% for 99239, 

respectively—w/ the “239” code 

reimbursing about $30+.

➢Allegations in the complaint (not 

mentioned in the settlement) that 

locum tenens was abused as well.

➢How many years have we discussed 

outlier analysis?

➢MACs have “comprehensive billing 

reports” (CBRs) also 

40

https://www.hcca-

info.org/Portals/0/PDFs/Resources/Rpt_Medicare/20

17/rmc061217.pdf?ver=2017-06-09-104139-603

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sc/pr/anmed-health-agrees-pay-7-million-settle-false-claims-act-allegations
https://www.hcca-info.org/Portals/0/PDFs/Resources/Rpt_Medicare/2017/rmc100917.pdf?ver=2017-10-06-111558-930
https://www.hcca-info.org/Portals/0/PDFs/Resources/Rpt_Medicare/2017/rmc061217.pdf?ver=2017-06-09-104139-603
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CMS’ Part B National Summary Data File for Specialty 93 

(EM docs):  FP, IM & Peds. are not in these figures

41

MI data (note the Maize & Blue color scheme ;)

42

Strategy: make sure the MAC is comparing 

“apples to apples” & APP numbers are separated.

43

Mirth break!

44
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Case study:  if in non-ED settings like urgent care clinics (UCCs), 

new vs. established Pt issue is …(well) HUGE!

➢New vs. established Pt primer—it is 

clinician specific and NOT TIN/EIN 

specific.

➢Hospital acquired cardiologist 

group.

➢Productivity bonus based on 

wRVUs if they exceeded targets.

➢CCO + certified coder told group to 

bill Pts as new since becoming W-2s 

of hospital.

➢ Physician questioned it--$123K 

settlement

➢New/est. is not relevant to the ED

45

Case study: Back end compliance issues—ACA’s stat. mandate for 

repayment of gov’t refunds w/in 60 days of “identification” 

➢FERA statute 2009—failure to 

refund is “a reverse false claim”

➢ACA 2010:  statutory requirement 

of 60 days w/ 6 year look back.

➢“Recoupment P&Ps alone are not 

enough”—must have a Q/A 

process including audits.

➢This case… “despite repeated 

warnings….”

➢Whistleblower:  former employee 

of the medical group
➢ https://www.justice.gov/usao-mdfl/pr/jacksonville-

cardiovascular-practice-agrees-pay-more-440000-
resolve-false-claims-act
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Other hot topics in coding, documentation and 

compliance:  lightening rounds

➢eClinicalWorks $155M 

settlement—false meaningful 

use (MU) certifications—urgent 

care clinic (UCC) issues.

➢ CMS will not proceed against 

clients of the firm.

➢ OIG is auditing on MU.

➢“Personal Supervision” issues 

for Norman, OK hospital’s 

radiologists & RPAs caused 

$1.6M settlement.

➢ Hospital + physicians were jointly 

& severally liable for settlement.

➢ Physician=whistleblower.

➢-59 modifier abuse by UT pain 

management physicians 

caused $400K settlement.

➢ Allegation that the -59 was 

abused to by-pass Medicare edits 

that would prevent billing for 

more than 1 urine drug test per 

day.

➢And this one ……

47

Case Study of Joint and Several Liability of the 

Physician Group & Revenue Cycle Mgmt. (RCM)

➢Center for Advanced Pelvic Surgery, Dr. Labib E. Riachi, 

Westfield, NJ OB/GYN.

➢OIG alleged:

➢Pelvic floor therapy (PFT) services were never 

performed.

➢MD did not provide required direct supervision of 

medical assts.

➢MD’s employees were not qualified by Medicare to 

perform invasive procedures (which included 

insertion of a balloon & pressure sensor in the 

rectum to evaluate sphincter reflex).

➢ https://oig.hhs.gov/newsroom/news-releases/2016/riachi.asp

48

https://www.justice.gov/usao-mdfl/pr/jacksonville-cardiovascular-practice-agrees-pay-more-440000-resolve-false-claims-act
https://oig.hhs.gov/newsroom/news-releases/2016/riachi.asp
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The Unlicensed/Unqualified Rectal Procedures 

example continues …..

➢RCM company, Millennium Billing, owner Susan Toy, 

was alleged to knowingly assist in the fraudulent billing.

➢Several interesting aspects of settlement:

➢OIG’s data mining function (FPS) raised issues about 

the physician.

➢DOJ/OIG assessed $5.25M in FCA against MD.

➢RCM was fined $100K in civil monetary penalties.

➢RCM agreed to 5 yr. exclusion from gov’t programs.

➢MD agreed to a 20 yr. exclusion from gov’t programs.
➢ https://aishealth.com/archive/rmc120516-05

➢ http://my.clevelandclinic.org/services/rehabilitation-sports-therapy/specialty-

therapy-services/pelvic-floor-rehabilitation
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Summary:

➢Payor assaults continue & will require vigilance/engagement & 

concerted action via state chapters, ACEP & EDPMA.

➢De-contracting may have to be used to avoid arbitrary & 

capricious coding and reimbursement policies.

➢Medicaid and Medicaid MCEs will require advocacy as de-

contracting is not an option—PLP is a bright line and it should be 

enforced.

➢Compliance 2.0 is here—don’t be caught in the 1.0 time warp.

➢MAC TPE may have educational benefit—both ways.

➢Learn from the case studies.

➢No whining—this is EM!
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Contact information:  

Ed Gaines, JD, CCP

Chief Compliance Officer,

Emergency Medicine Div.

Zotec Partners

Greensboro, NC 

egaines@zotecpartners.com

919-641-4927

Follow me on Twitter: 

@EdGainesIII

http://twitter.com/EdGainesIII
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Appendix: applicability of PLP to other payors:

➢Federal Employees Health Benefit Plan (FEHBP):  1998 Executive 

Order /s/ by Pres. Clinton.

➢VA:  Vet. Millennium Health Care and Benefits Act of 1999—and 38 

CFR 17.1002 (b) & (c) 

➢ACA:  Section 2719A extended PLP to enrollees in ACA exchange 

plans, 42 CFR 2590.715-2719A.

➢ERISA plans:  29 CFR 2560.503-1.

➢SCHIP:  42 CFR 457.10

➢State laws generally cover commercial health plans licensed in that 

state, and may apply to PPOs and TPAs 

➢Source:  EDPMA memo from Hart Health Strategies, Inc., 6/16/2017
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https://aishealth.com/archive/rmc120516-05
http://my.clevelandclinic.org/services/rehabilitation-sports-therapy/specialty-therapy-services/pelvic-floor-rehabilitation
mailto:egaines@zotecpartners.com
http://twitter.com/EdGainesIII
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Educational 

Appendix: 
https://www.centene.co

m/who-we-help/health-

insurance-

marketplace.html
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Appendix: sample 

MAC TPE letter
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Appendix: Compliance officer as “window 

dressing”
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https://www.centene.com/who-we-help/health-insurance-marketplace.html

